Aplia is an online homework solution for use with textbooks across disciplines.

What is Aplia?
Aplia is an online homework solution for use with 200+ textbooks across 21 disciplines.

Aplia Leads to Higher Pass Rate
Mid-South Community College Case Study saw an increase of nearly 50%.

Aplia Leads to Higher Test Scores
Grambling State University learners using Aplia in a business statistics course scored 11 percentage points higher on tests compared to those in another section of the same course not using Aplia.

Does Aplia Have a Positive Effect on Performance?
Instructors Agree 88% Yes

Aplia Prepares Learners for Tests
86% Yes 89% No

Does Aplia Help You Teach Better?
90% Yes 10% No
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Engaging and Educating Learners through the Transformation of Homework
Homework. When learners hear the word, they think “dull” and “frustrating.” For instructors, homework can be labor-intensive and unrewarding.

Until Aplia.
Aplia, part of Cengage Learning, has transformed homework into a tool for engaging learners and making sure they come to class prepared. The result is students who learn better and are more successful.

200+ Textbooks
21 Disciplines